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What is Adwords?

How is Adwords different
from Normal Google Search?
__________________

Even if you are not tech savvy, you will probably know all about Google’s 

prominent search engine. On a slow day Google receives over 1 billion 

searches, that is one billion requests for information every day on the 

web. With any large number of people all in one place, business has the 

opportunity to reach a potential customer and in this case, the rewards 

are huge for Google. This does not quite tell the full story though. 

Google’s search results (on a basic level) are split into two. One part 

being the organic (natubeing the organic (natural) results and the other part being the ads 

(adwords).

The Ads are normally placed at the top of the results and down the right 

hand side. They differ in the sense that, instead of google choosing for 

the user what they think is the most relevant result, businesses and 

sometimes charities “bid” on that term (similar to an auction). Each time 

an ad is clicked, the advertiser pays a predetermined maximum amount.

This is where the term This is where the term Pay Per Click comes from. There are occasional 

misconceptions about this though, as Google will not let just anyone put 

ads in their results. Some people have perceptions that Google are 

willing to take anyones money to be in the ads, but this is not the case. 

Businesses have to comply with policies and provide the user with the

right landing page experience.

Before I go on, have a watch of Google's video for what they have to say…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05we2g3Edgs&feature=youtu.be

How Search Works:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs&feature=youtu.be

The organic results are determined by Google's (super secret) algorithm. 
This is a fancy way of saying Google searches the web and stores as 
many web pages as it can. Then when someone types a phrase into 
Google, a list of results is shown in an incredibly quick amount of time, 
based on what Google determines to be the most relevant and helpful to 
the user.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05we2g3Edgs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs&feature=youtu.be
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The video simply states that Google much prefers providing their users 

with the most relevant search results possible and they will place ads 

higher that are most relevant irrespective of how much an advertiser is 

willing to pay. Adwords was launched in the year 2000 and has been 

changed and improved hundreds of times, mainly to ensure the users 

have the best experience possible. With any advertising platform, when it 

was created the costs were much lower and over time, growth of Google 

and increases in competition hand increases in competition have made costs go up for advertisers

Google still have a great offer 
for new advertisers though. 
The current offer is, if you 
spend £25, you get £75 
advertising for free.

A great video from Hal Varian on how the auction works is here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjOHTFRaBWA&feature=youtu.be

Turn your £25 into

£100

It sounds a lot like something you might hear with extreme terms & conditions 

applied, but believe it or not it's a pretty great offer. The main condition is, it has to 

be a new account – other than that, when you spend £25 on advertising, Google 

credits your account with £75. So why do I say that every business should redeem 

their Adwords voucher? A big principle of marketing is testing, although £100 is not 

exactly an excessive test, it does tend to produce at least some enquiries. Most 

businesses have the perception that whenever they take action on this type of 

activity for the first time, it will be something thactivity for the first time, it will be something they regret or something to fear. This 

particular offer means that all you have to do as a business is commit to spending 

£25. Not exactly a big commitment when the upside can be so positive. This 

introductory offer allows the business to see that they can get results from this 

media and it is a worthwhile endeavour. Alternatively if you do not get the results 

you wanted, you haven’t lost a great deal by trying it. If you are in the position where 

you also have the liability of the agency fee, we offer a money back guarantee 

meaning that if meaning that if you don’t get the value required from the 1 month's management, 

you pay nothing except the £25 to Adwords. Of all the potential advertising to test, 

a £25 fee for a £100 value and for it to be all done for you, is a pretty amazing deal. 

To claim the Google Adwords Voucher in the UK all you have to do is visit: 

 . Enter your email address and you will be 

sent a voucher code. Once you have created your Adwords account you can redeem 

the voucher in the Billing part of Adwords. Alternatively your account manager can 

help do this for help do this for you if you choose one. Google also sometimes offer vouchers to 

incentivise accounts to make particular changes. A while ago they offered a free 

voucher for existing accounts that did not have conversion tracking installed which 

was a great incentive. Some people sell vouchers on sites like ebay, but they are a 

free offer from Google so be sure you follow the above rather than purchasing one 

when you don’t have to. There has also been a lot of people attempting to abuse the 

offer by opening multiple accounts and claiming multiple vouchers. This results in 

account suspension and the people in question being unable to open further account suspension and the people in question being unable to open further 

accounts, Google is not silly and we do not recommend this practice. Although the 

voucher offer has been running for a while (with varying amounts) it is well worth 

trying and due to the popularity of Adwords, could well be removed at any time – 

get involved today by emailing  and we will help 

you through the process.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjOHTFRaBWA&feature=youtu.be
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What does Adwords look like?
__________________

Search vs Display
__________________

In order to have ads show up on Google's search engine, they are created 

in Google Adwords. A screenshot of the adwords interface is below:

The graph looks slightly intimidating at first, but it is just a graph which 

calculates a certain amount of clicks (number of people who clicked your 

ad) each day over your selected time period. You can change the graph to

displdisplay other things and this is used to spot trends in your campaigns to 

improve performance. The tabs above the graph are campaigns, 

adgroups, settings, keywords, ad extensions, auto targets and dimensions. 

This is how you navigate if you were creating/working on an adwords 

account. Describing these in more detail is not what this post is about, but 

there will be many more posts on the blog for you to browse.

The Google display network consists of millions of sites who have given 

Google permission to place adverts on them. The reason being that 

when someone clicks one of these adverts, both the website and 

Google receive revenue. This is also known as Adsense. On the display 

network you can target people by age, gender, topic of interest and 

category of website. With these targeting settings, You might think 

that the display network performs better than Google search, but 

more often than not this is not the case. When people are searching on more often than not this is not the case. When people are searching on 

google, they are actively looking for something. However when 

browsing a website, they may not want to see ads or be as receptive to 

them. 

So far we have only really covered the search part of adwords, but ads can 
also show on something called the Google Display Network (or GDN). 
Video time…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omXFdKYLRW0&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omXFdKYLRW0&feature=youtu.be
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This is sometimes referred to as push versus pull marketing. In one case 

you are providing the searcher with something they are asking for. 

In another case the user is looking at something and you are pushing your 

product or service to them. Google has a very large reach with the display 

network, so they have been looking for ways to make the most of it. 

Fairly recently thFairly recently they have introduced Remarketing, which you can read 

more about here.  Google have also introduced a setting called “display 

select”, instead of showing ads on the display network as often as 

possible, they pick and choose when the best time to serve ads will be if 

they think they will get a user who is likely to convert on your site. This 

seems to provide a better quality than the general display network, but 

still varies in its success.

Product listing ads differ from text or banner ads as the ad itself is 

created from products that exist on your website. The advertiser 

chooses which products they would like to be included and google 

automatically creates the ad from the information you give them and 

from what is on your website. If you have an E-commerce site or more 

of an online shop, product listing ads could be very beneficial to you. 

They give the shopper an opportunity to look at the product before 

ththey click on the ad and tend to perform very well from a conversion 

point of view. A little overview video below:

Adwords Product Listing Ads
__________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXFOlKxugGQ&feature=youtu.be

Product listing ads are shown for the most part on something called google 

shopping. As above these can be shown in normal google search also, normally 

when the search term is a product and it is a generalised search. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyh7K_LHt_Q&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXFOlKxugGQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyh7K_LHt_Q&feature=youtu.be
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The Adwords interface consists of four tabs across the top, the first one 

being home, campaigns, opportunities, and tools. In the top right-hand 

corner you’ll have your Customer ID, the gear icon which will lead you to 

settings in your Google Adwords account and the notifications link (the 

bell).

If you click the campaigns icon, this will show you a list of all the 

campaigns in your account. You can click on these campaigns to see the 

stats or the performance of this campaign or scroll down within Adwords.

There is also a way to hide this column by clicking on the arrow next to “all 

online campaigns”. This is helpful to people that don’t have a large 

monitor. If you’re dealing with many campaigns you can also search for a 

particular campaign in the search bar above.

Underneath the campaigns on the left-hand side there are four different 

options starting with, shared library, bulk operations, reports and labels.

There is also a way to hide this column 

by clicking on the arrow next to “all 

online campaigns”. This is helpful to 

people that don’t have a large monitor. 

If you’re dealing with many campaigns 

you can also search for a particular 

campaign in the search bar above.

If you click on “home” this will give you a dashboard of the various stats 

within your account. If your account is a new one, or you have limited 

access, you will have no statistics in this part of Adwords.
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Automated rules allows you to tell Adwords if certain criteria is met, a 

particular action should be taken. Scripts is a section within Adwords that 

you can create or paste code (JavaScript) which runs as often as you 

choose and it is very frequently used for reporting (the Information that 

the script obtains is then exported to an external Excel spreadsheet).

Bulk edits is for those that want to change their campaign Bulk edits is for those that want to change their campaign by editing 

multiple things at a time. An example might be instead of changing the bid 

of one keyword, you can change the bid of thousands of keywords by 

executing one function. Bulk uploads allows you to upload a file such as a 

new campaign with adgroups, keywords and ad copy all at once instead of 

creating all of these things one at a time. Bulk edits and bulk uploads are

more efficiently done in Adwords editomore efficiently done in Adwords editor, but this is spoken about in a 

future chapter.

The reports tab is a list of all the reports you have scheduled, which can 

email information to you that you request on a regular basis.

This is very useful if you don’t want to have to to login to Adwords on a 

regular basis and want this information sent you on a regular basis. This 

can also be useful if someone within your company has requested 

information each day, week or month and does not know how to use 

Adwords very well.

Labels allows Labels allows you to group particular pieces of information (Campaigns, 

adgroups, ads or keywords) so that you can see how they perform. A good 

example might be if you create new ad copy and want to see how it 

performs versus existing ad copy. You might label the new ad copy and the 

old ad copy and you’ll be able to see at a glance which one is performing 

best.

You can select different parts of Adwords in the tabs above titled 

Campaigns, Adgroups, Settings, Dimensions, and Display Network.

These tabs will allow you to navigate Adwords. The opportunities link will populate with ideas 

once your campaign has been running for a while. Google Adwords will suggest improvements 

to the account, These suggestions can come in the form of budget changes, additional 

keywords, ad copy changes, and bid changes. The opportunities tab can be very good but it can 

also suggest keywords which are not relevant so when implementing suggestions from 

opportunities, be sure to check everything thoroughly as they will not always be relevant to 

your campaign.
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The tools link will give you access to the change history, where you can see each update which 

has been made to your Adwords account (this is useful if you have made a change to your 

campaign that you would like to reverse or a significant increase or decrease in the 

performance that you would like to track back to a particular change).

The gear icon as spoken about previously, contains the settings of your account, But it also 

contains the help section this is very helpful as Google has a dedicated team of Adwords 

specialists who can help you if you are stuck on a particular problem, you can read more about 

this at this link. Although this information is meant to give you an idea about the various 

features within Adwords, some of these features are rarely used or are reserved for Advanced 

users, so although we have covered them briefly today if you are feeling a little nervous about 

dealing with stuff like JavaScript (!), there is no need as we will cover them thoroughly in later 

chapters and as stated a lot of these tabs achapters and as stated a lot of these tabs are used much more than others. This is simply the 

first part of the Adwords guide or an overview of the interface.

Conversions – this will allow you to see the actions that you have decided to record, This may 

include phone calls to your business, sales on your website, or enquiries that have been made.

Attribution – this will allow you to see visitor behaviour which has led to a conversion, an 

example of this might be the time difference between a click to your website and an enquiry.

A link to Google analytics which is a fA link to Google analytics which is a free program from Google and it is designed to record the 

activity on your website (a very useful tool for you to improve your campaign) and highly 

recommended. Google merchant centre (soon to be called Google base), which is needed for 

Google shopping campaigns and dynamic Remarketing and is often used for e-commerce 

websites. The keyword planner which allows you to do research on the best keywords for your 

campaign and what you might pay to bid on them. The display planner – which is used to do 

research if you are implementing a Google display network campaign which allows you to 

replace banner ads or treplace banner ads or text ads on the various websites throughout the Internet. Ad preview and 

diagnosis allows you to see if your ad is showing on google search. This is recommended by 

Google so that you are not inflating the amount of impressions your ad receives by searching on 

google itself to see if your ad is showing. This can lower the click through rate and increase the 

amount you pay for the visits to your website, it will also give you reasons as to why your ad is 

not showing.



                                                     Chapter 2 of this Google Adwords Guide is about          

                                                     the campaigns tab, we will also cover off some of 

                                                     the ways to display information on this tab. One                 

                                                     helpful feature is just below the campaigns button,  

                                                     it is a drop-down feature which allows                                                      it is a drop-down feature which allows you to 

select one of three options. The first is “all campaigns”, the second is “all 

enabled” and the third is “all but removed”.

This will allow you to choose from many different types of campaigns. 

Although this particular activity is for a future chapter. There is an inbuilt 

graph within Adwords which is very handy when looking at trends within 

your account. You can change what the graph shows by clicking on the 

drop-down options.

If you do not want to see the graph, you can temporarily remove it by 

clicking on the button to the right of the columns drop-down. The data can 

be shown by day, week, month and quarter. This is very helpful if you have 

a lot of data in your account.

There is various things There is various things you can track in the graph and it is well worth 

exploring, an example might be the average position of your ads over a 

period of time. If it is gradually increasing (negative), you may need to 

increase bids, or work on the relevance of your keywords, ads or landing 

page. The segment button to the right of the “all campaigns” drop-down 

allows you to split your campaigns data, from what you select.
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Over time your Adwords account will likely have

many campaigns created, this feature can be very

helpful when you have multiple campaigns – some removed, some paused 

and some active. At first, if you have a new account this will not be 

relevant, but it is worth remembering for the future. To create a 

campaign, simply click the + campaign button:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L41ctcnf6KQ&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L41ctcnf6KQ&feature=youtu.be


An example of this might be if you click 

“segments” and then select “device”, you will 

be able to see in your campaigns a drop - 

down of the various devices and their 

activity.

This is This is very useful to know as the various 

devices will perform differently and you can 

bid accordingly.

The filter option is a very useful feature when optimising your campaigns. 

You can tell Adwords to show only campaigns with a specific criteria, for 

example only show campaigns with a particular cost. This will 

immediately break down all the campaigns and only show campaigns 

which meet the criteria you have set.

Underneath the new campaign button (the red button) you will see 

column headers, the information within these headers will be very useful 

to you when tracking the success of your campaign:

But the default layout may not show you everything you need to see. 

There is a drop-down option to the right of the filter button called 

columns. Within this drop-down you can choose what you would like to 

display on the interface.
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When you select modify columns, you will have lots of options that you 

can display, many of these options are needed, but often not all at the 

same time, so knowing where to update this will be useful when you are 

working on your account. You can also sort the data by clicking on the 

column headers, this will then sort your campaigns by the header you 

clicked on.

A common example of this is clicking on the conversions header. The 

result of this will mean the campaigns with the most conversions would 

be brought to the top and the campaigns with the least conversions would 

be sent to the bottom.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iL8dsEQtj8A&feature=youtu.be

To the right of the Graph toggle button, there is an arrow pointing down, 

this allows you to download the data within the campaign

tab. Often you need to download data either for reports

for your business, or to look out for trends and here is one

of the ways you can do it.

To the right of the arrow is a search feature, which allows you to search 

for campaigns named in a particular way. This is useful when you only 

want to show campaigns with a particular campaign name e.g only show 

campaigns with the word “shopping” in them.

To the right of the new campaign button, there is a drop-down “edit” 

button, the most frequent reason to use this button, is to pause or enable 

campaigns, or to copy and paste them. You will first have to tick a box to 

the left of the campaign before using this function.

TTo the right of the edit button is the “details” drop-down option. At 

campaign level, the only option we have here is the “auction insights” 

feature of Adwords. This allows you to see how your campaign has 

performed relative to your competitors. This auction insights feature will 

give you the list of websites also competing on the terms that you are and

how are you compared to them statistically in search.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iL8dsEQtj8A&feature=youtu.be


A simple example of this is, you can create a rule which pauses a campaign on a 

particular date without you having to go in and do it. To the right of the 

automated button is the labels drop down. You can create labels and apply 

them to campaigns so that you can see how categories of campaigns

are performing. A regular use of this feature might be applying a label for are performing. A regular use of this feature might be applying a label for 

branded campaigns versus non brand campaigns and once you have applied 

these labels, you’ll be able to see how the collective campaigns are performing 

against each other.

You can also set campaign budgets by clicking on the “per day budget” for each 

campaign and entering a new one, however this can also be done in the settings 

tab when you first create your campaign.

Lastly, one of the most frequent tools used within the campaign tab is sorting 

the timeframe, this is located in the top right-hand corner of Adwords and once 

you click it, you will have the option to sort the data in various ways.

These options are: today, yesterday, this week, last seven days, last week, last 

business week, last 14 days, this month, last 30 days, last month and all time.

A useful tool within this timeframe option is the compare feature. Once this is

selected, it will giselected, it will give you the option to compare the data to a previous 

timeframe, so if you are looking at the last 30 days, you can compare it to the 

previous 30 days. This will then edit all the information in your campaign data 

and you will see how different parts of your campaign are performing relative 

to the previous month. Although there is a lot to digest in the second chapter, a 

lot of these principles can be used in the other tabs, so getting to grips with 

some of these buttons will help you when looking at other parts of the account.

Depending on the date you pick will depend on 

what data is shown – when using data, having a 

big enough sample size is very important and 

an example might show the last seven days of 

your campaign performing poorly, however 

when you look in the last 30 days, you might 

find that the campaign is performing very well, 

so be sure to so be sure to examine this carefully before 

making changes to your campaign. 
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                       To the right of the details button, is the

                       “bid strategy” drop-down button, usually 

                       this is  accessed via the settings tab, 

                       which we will  cover in a later chapter. To 

                       the right of the bid  strategy button is 

                                              the “automated” drop-down, which 

allows you to create automatic rules that will be implemented without any 

manual input from you.



Chapter 3 of the Beginners Guide to Google Adwords is about the Adgroup 

level, there are a lot of similarities on this screen to the previous Chapter at 

campaign level, I encourage you to go back and re-read about the various 

buttons in the Adwords interface, as these will be just as applicable at Adgroup 

level than at campaign level, there are a few differences though, one being 

instead of the new campaign button, it is now the new Adgroup button.

The statistics you will see at Adgroup level will be useful for optimising your 

campaign. An example is cost per conversion, if you are working to a target 

CPA,

YYou will see at a glance which Adgroups are meeting this goal and which are 

not. You will also see average cost per click which will show you what you’re 

paying as an average each time someone clicks on your ad. Again you can see 

this at campaign level, but when you look at Adgroup level you are drilling 

down into the numbers and it will give you more of an idea of what is working in 

your campaign.This button will allow you to create a new Adgroup, Adgroups are created 

within campaigns and Google Adwords recommends that they are themed. 

This means if you have keywords, they should be placed within an Adgroup 

only if they are similar to each other. If they are different, meaning about a 

different place or subject topic, A new Adgroup should be created. When you 

create a new Adgroup, you will need to have an ad and a keyword (in search), 

for it to go live. You will be prompted to do this upon clicking the new Adgroup 

button. At Adgroup lbutton. At Adgroup level, you also have the option to set the default maximum 

cost per click. This means when Google has a search which matches a keyword 

you are bidding on, you specify the maximum you are willing to pay.

You will not necessarily be charged this, it is simply a maximum. Some people 

get confused by this option, as if you have existing keywords in this Adgroup, 

they will not be updated to your maximum cost per click. In order to do this you 

will have to set the bids at keyword level, but this will be covered in the next 

chapter. 
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A bad practice for ad groups is to get a large amount of keywords and put them 

into one Adgroup. This can often have a negative impact on quality score and is 

not recommended by Google or Ethical Marketing Service. The best campaigns 

tend to be very segmented or granular in their approach, that is why we 

implement one keyword for every Adgroup. When making bulk changes to any 

account, we find this the best approach.

This does lead to creating campaigns which tend to be more themed, so This does lead to creating campaigns which tend to be more themed, so 

requires more work/time, but the end result means a more organised 

structured Account. This was a very simple chapter due to the detail covered in 

the last one, although Adgroups are very important, there is less to learn here if 

you have covered everything I have taught you earlier. In the next chapter we 

will talk about keyword level within the Google Adwords interface.

Chapter 4 of this Guide to Google Adwords is about the keywords tab. This is a 

very important chapter as you will be spending a fair amount of time here when 

optimising your campaign. The keywords on this page are displayed in different 

ways depending on the match type of the keyword. The various match types 

are:
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Exact match

Exact match is displayed by having [brackets] around the keyword, this means 

when someone types a search term into Google, it must match exactly what 

your keyword states. There are however, some misspellings which Google

now includes. Exact match is the most targeted option of the four now includes. Exact match is the most targeted option of the four available and 

should be present in all search campaigns, but it is limited at times by search 

volumes, as most searches on the internet are unique so require some of the 

other match types.

Phrase match

PhPhrase match is displayed by having “speech marks” around the keyword, this 

means when someone types a search term into Google, they can have other 

words before or after the keyword you have stated in your account and your ad

can still show. This match type has gradually fallen a little out of favour due to 

the popularity of broad modified.

Broad modified

Broad modified is displBroad modified is displayed by having +plus +marks before the keyword, this 

means when someone types the search term into Google, the ad will show 

providing the words with a + are typed. This can be in any order (unlike phrase 

match) and other words can be appear in the search term in any order. Broad 

modified is still technically broad match, but was introduced as a way to make it 

a little more targeted. Some thought should be put into which words in your 

keyword should be modified, depending on your campaign strategy. 

Broad match

The default match type is broad match, you will only see the keyword in 

Adwords if the match type is broad (there are no symbols for broad match). 

Broad match is the least targeted match type within Adwords, the reason for 

this is when using broad match, Adwords can substitute other words to match 

the search query.

Quite often this can mean low quality visitors, as a large percentage of visitors 

end up not being interested in your product or service. The benefits of broad 

match include getting a lot of traffic, which is not a keyword added within your 

account (unique search terms). These are normally long tail and more specific. 

We do not recommend broad match before trying all of the other more 

targeted match types first.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNcNp60R0uQ&feature=youtu.be


Make sure you understand this before you move on, as a lot of mistakes can 

come from the above, mainly when people first start using Adwords as they set 

their campaign up with broad match only and wonder why the quality of traffic 

is poor.

So now we know there is a difference between what So now we know there is a difference between what keyword we pick in our 

account and what people actually type in. How do we access the information 

which tells us what people type in? This is called the search query report and 

can be accessed by clicking “search terms” in the keywords tab.

When you access the search query report, you may see search terms you don’t 

really want to show your ad for. If that’s the case, you may want to consider one 

of two options:

1) Change the approach in your account – As I said before, the match types you 

  pick in your account, vary in how targeted they are, if you have picked a 

  broader option with a limited budget, you may want to consider a more 

  targeted match type to improve the quality of visitor.

2) If 2) If you are happy with how the account is setup and you have just a couple of 

  terms which you do not wish to show for, you can add what is referred to as 

  a “negave keyword”. When you click the Negative keywords button at the 

  bottom of the keywords tab (scroll all the way down):
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You have the option to add negatives at Adgroup or Campaign level simply by 

clicking on “add” and then typing in the keyword you want, which will block any 

future searches from appearing if the searcher types that “negative” word. 

Some common examples might be around people finding jobs – if you are 

selling a particular product or service, you do not want to be showing ads to 

people who are looking for employment and have no interest in being a 

customer (this perhaps does not apply to the recruitment industry!).

YYou would follow the above instructions and add different negatives or 

variations of the word “job” or “jobs” or “employment” etc. It is worth 

remembering that match types still apply here, so be careful when adding 

negatives that you do not block keywords which you want to show up for.

We covered the search query report previously (where you can see the 

difference between the keyword you are bidding for and what people actually 

type in) and you would have seen in the drop down option “auction insights” 

and “all”:

This is a handy tool within Adwords which allows you 

to see who is also bidding on the terms you are and 

how often they take priority over you. You will need 

some data in your account for this to be helpful, but it 

can be very “insightful” to see who your biggest 

competitor is and if they tend to be higher up in 

search than you.

Another good statistic you can see for your own account and also how your 

competitors are doing is top of page rate – this is a percentage for how often 

you are top of the page. One thing worth noting is it may not always be the 

most profitable place to be. These statistics can be broken down by the whole 

account, an individual Campaign or at Adgroup level, so you can see how 

different parts of your account are performing if needed.
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You will also see below the the “all” of auction insights, there is a keyword 

diagnosis. when you run this, Adwords will tell you if your keywords are 

showing and if not, then why not. This can be done individually at any time, but 

this tool will run a test on all of your live keywords. After you click on keyword 

diagnosis, you will need to specify what type of search you are testing, these 

involve Google domain (.co.uk .com etc), Language of browser, location of 

searcher and device they are using:

Once you click “run test”, Adwords will start testing your keywords to see if 

your ads are showing for the criteria you have set. In the status column, it will 

tell you if your keywords are showing or not and more information can be 

found by hovering over the speech bubble:

The rest of the keyword tab has the same features we have 

covered in chapter 2, except they are applied to keywords. 

Have a re-read of chapter 2 if you would like a refresh of the 

features as they will be very handy in the keyword tab and you 

will use them often.
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Chapter 5 is about the settings tab. Upon campaign creation, people tend to 

glance over this tab due to time limitation. Unfortunately for those people, it is 

a very important part of the process. The first option we come to is the 

“campaign type”:

Mobile app engagement is not really relevant unless you have your own app for 

your own company, so it is not going to be used anywhere near as much as the 

other options.

Dynamic search ads are an option available for companies which have a lot of 

pages or products that they offer and the ad that is shown to the visitor is 

based on your website content, so dynamically changes based on what the

searcher has typed in. Call only campaigns are for people searching on mobile searcher has typed in. Call only campaigns are for people searching on mobile 

devices and instead of visiting the website they would have the option to call 

your business, so instead of paying for clicks you are paying for calls.

Other options are “search network with displOther options are “search network with display select” this is essentially 

similar to search network in that your ads will show on Google search and 

perhaps partners, however with display select it means that your text ads will 

also show on the display network. This means that ads will be shown across 

websites which accept Google advertising when Google thinks that it is likely 

the user viewing the ad will convert from a visitor to a customer.

NNext setting is Networks – it is an option which allows you to include search 

partners or exclude search partners – what this means is Google has some 

other search engines which it shows ads on. One good example at the time of 

writing this article which Google works with is Ask Jeeves.

Within the search network you have 5 different options, first being standard, 

then all features, mobile app engagement, dynamic search ads and lastly call 

only.

Standard essentially means that it is on Google search; however there are less 

options available within the settings – all this means is that it is for the less 

advanced users. The all features option gives you more control over your

settings and has more options available; I would recommend all features unless 

you are not confident on Adwords.

Probably the most frequent option is 

search network only – possibly because 

for the most part (exceptions apply), the 

best results come from search.

Other reasons because a lot of people 

don’t seem to know that Google are 

operating across the display network.
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Ask Jeeves is another search engine which a fair amount of people go to and 

instead of Ask Jeeves doing their own ads they allow Google to advertise on it. 

Search partners can vary in their performance but as a general rule it tends to 

perform quite well, there doesn’t tend to be any increase or decrease in 

performance, so all I would say about this is to monitor it and there is a way of 

doing that which is explained in a previous chapter.

So if So if you were to select Google search network or un-tick the box which says 

include search partners, then your ads will only show on Google search and 

nowhere else and if you were to tick the box it would show on the list of other 

websites which also have search engines. The devices option underneath 

allows you to decide whether you would like to show your ads on mobile 

devices or if you would like to increase or decrease the amount you are willing 

to pay by a percentage for mobile devices.

Adwords would increase or decrease the bid based on what you enter in here. 

A lot of the time mobile devices don’t perform as well as desktops or tablets, 

but really this should be a reactive action, rather than a proactive one, which 

means based on the data which you have collected in your account over a 

period of time, it will tell you how profitable mobile devices are or unprofitable 

mobile devices are, as a result of that data you would set your increase or 

decrease of the mobile device bid.

LLocations are fairly self explanatory, it is where you would like your ads to 

come up or to show to people. The only complexity to this is the advanced 

options underneath, in this case we are targeting the United Kingdom, 

however the location options or advanced options underneath you have the 

settings which are asking you if you would like to target people who are 

physically in that location or show an interest in that targeted location.

So if you wanted to switch mobiles off and didn’t want to show your ads on 

mobile devices, you would do a decrease of 100%. If you thought that it was 

unprofitable or less profitable to advertise on mobiles then you might do a 

decrease of say 50% or if you thought it was more profitable depending on your 

business then you would do an increase. What this means is you would set a 

standard bid e.g. £1 and based on this particular setting, 
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It is quite a big difference and you have the option to change that so you are 

only showing ads to people that are physically in the United Kingdom, whereas 

the default option includes people who are interested in that location, this can 

be important as you will be showing ads to the whole world providing they are 

interested in the United Kingdom if you stick with the default option. You will 

see when your ads start to show the user location in the dimensions tab.

The languages option allows The languages option allows you to pick which predominant language the 

person speaks based on the browser they are using, people often get confused 

and think this is the language the visitor is searching in, this is not the case it is 

simply the browser they are using.

The bid strategy option allows you to select either manual CPC where you will 

actually select the amount you are willing to pay, Automatic where Adwords 

will automatically set the amount and try and get you the most clicks possible. 

Enhanced is an option where Adwords will set the bids based on historical 

conversion data.

CoConversion optimiser where you are able to select a maximum cost per 

conversion and Adwords will try and work to (target or max cost per 

conversion), or you can try and create your own bid strategy.

It is worth remembering because if they search for your keyword and are 

physically located in the United Kingdom, your ad won’t show if you only have 

English selected if they are predominately another language speaker e.g. if they 

are using a Spanish browser because they are a Spanish individual but if they 

search for the product or service you provide and they are physically in the UK 

and you haven’t got all languages selected, your ad won’t show.
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The budget that you select is a per day budget this is important to calculate as 

if you set a certain amount of spend per day, it accumulates very quickly so I 

would calculate your monthly budget that you are willing to spend and then 

divide it by 30 days and that will be your per day budget.

You also have the option of sharing budgets across multiple campaigns

(see below).

The advanced settings at the bottom involve ad scheduling and start date, start 

date is fairly self explanatory, but ad scheduling is where you would pick what 

time of the day you would like your ads to show throughout your chosen days.

 (split testing is finding out what the most effective thing is by testing one 

against another).

IP IP exclusions allows you to stop showing ads to people that have a particular IP 

address, this can be useful if your staff members are not aware that when they 

click on an ad it is charging you and also important if you are concerned about 

competitors that might be clicking on your ad with intention to spend your 

budget. Adwords tend to be very good at filtering this out and the concern that 

often comes from this type of discussion is normally unjustified.

Ad delivery or ad rotation give you 

the option of the way you display

your ads and it is important when 

split testing. You also have the

option to split test within the 

experiment drop down below it

The delivery method is a way that Adwords will spend your budget, the options 

are standard versus accelerated and I advise you read up on this. This is a very 

important part of Adwords and a very tactical option.

There is no right way for delivery method it is simply based on your unique 

campaign and can be something which impacts the success of your campaign 

considerably.
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The dynamic search ads option is only applicable if you are running a dynamic 

search campaign and the campaign URL options is for people that wish to ad 

URL extensions to the end of their URL where they have another way of or a 

piece of software to use for different or advanced tracking.

This particular post – the reason wThis particular post – the reason why I have gone through the settings tab is 

because when people create their campaigns they tend to glaze over this part 

of the process, and if you understand the settings when you are creating your 

campaign, you will know it is not something you should glaze over and can be 

the difference between a profitable and unprofitable campaign.

Want to learn more about Adwords?
YOU CAN VIEW MORE OF OUR CONTENT HERE

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVrOSNB9ZRvzfw28B2c5j4A

https://twitter.com/EMS_TG
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